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ABSTRACT
A numerical study is conducted on two-dimensional flow over two staggered cylinders
at a Reynolds number of 100. The governing equations are solved numerically through
a pressure-correction-based iterative algorithm (SIMPLE) with the quadratic upwind
interpolation for convective kinematics (QUICK) scheme for convective terms. The
incident flow is a linear shear flow. The downstream cylinder is square, of height A,
positioned near a wall with a gap height of 0.5A. The upstream cylinder is also square,
but of different sizes, with height ratio a* = a/A = 1 and 0.5, respectively. In order to
investigate the effect of position and a* of the upstream cylinder on the flow around and
aerodynamic forces acting on the downstream cylinder, the gap height between the
wall and upstream cylinder L*(= L/A = 0.1-3.0) and the streamwise spacing between the
cylinders S*(=S/A= 0.5-7.0) are varied systematically. The flow structure around the
downstream cylinder is highly dependent on L* and a*, experiencing several
discontinuities. For the same L*, the interaction between vortices from the two cylinders
is weaker for a* = 0.5 than for a* = 1.0, as such very small peaks are observed in the
spectra of the lift coefficient of downstream cylinder for a* = 0.5.
NOMENCLATURE
a :height of the upstream square cylinder (m)
A :height of the downstream square cylinder (m)
L*
:nondimensional gap height from upstream cylinder to plane wall
S*
:nondimensional gap spacing between the cylinders
Re :Reynolds number (UA/ν)
CD :normalized time averaged drag coefficient
CL :normalized time averaged lift coefficient
CL :rms of lift coefficient
St
:Strouhal number
U :velocity at height A from the wall (m/s)
V : kinematic viscosity of fluid
C P : time averaged pressure coefficient

1. INTRODUCTION
Flow past cylinders is found in many practical engineering applications such as,
compact heat exchangers, cooling of electronic components, drying of different
materials (textiles, veneer, paper and film materials), cooling of glass, plastics and
industrial devices, and so on. In order to accurately design the devices and structures,
forces and interference effect of the neighbouring structures should be well understood.
Both position and shape of neighbouring structure affect the flow pattern around a
structure. For two tandem cylinders, the downstream cylinder is submerged in the wake
of the upstream one. However, when the upstream cylinder is offset with respect to the
downstream cylinder, vortex shedding mechanism and the force characteristics differ
significantly from the inline case. There is a significant volume of articles on the flow
around a single and tandem square cylinders. To our knowledge, there is no article
available on the flow around a square cylinder in presence of the upstream cylinder of
different heights. In the present study, square cylinders are chosen because they can
easily be given a Cartesian grid system with higher accuracy. This study is important
for many applications mentioned above, providing also some fundamental information
of the flow around cylinders in the staggered arrangement.
Studies on the problems of wake development and vortex shedding behind a
rectangular cylinder in free-stream flows were investigated both numerically and
experimentally by Davis and Moore (1982), Franke et al. (1990) and Okajima et al.
(1990). When the cylinder is placed in the proximity of a solid wall, the strength of the
upper and lower shear layers separated from the surfaces of the cylinder is not identical
and the vortex shedding pattern is therefore distorted. The effect of wall proximity on
the flow around a single cylinder was investigated by Martinuzzi et al. (2003),
Bhattacharyya and Maiti (2004), Mahir (2009), Harichandan and Roy (2012) and Maiti
(2012). Bhattacharyya and Maiti (2004) observed that the vortex shedding frequency
from a square cylinder near a wall is higher for a shear flow than the uniform flow. The
dependence of flow characteristics of a rectangular cylinder near a wall on the incident
shear flow velocity and gap height has been reported in the previous studies (Maiti,
2011, 2012).
The flow around two staggered circular cylinders has been extensively studied
experimentally (Sumner (2000), Alam et al. (2005), Zhou et al. (2009)) and numerically
(Lee et al. (2009), Akbari and Price (2005)). Nine flow patterns are identified, and
processes of shear layer reattachment, induced separation, vortex pairing and
synchronization, and vortex impingement, are elucidated by Sumner (2000). Akbari and
Price (2005) identified five flow patterns, depending on the geometrical arrangement of
the cylinders at a subcritical Reynolds number (Re) of 800. Lee et al. (2009)
numerically identified ten distinct flow patterns for two circular cylinders at Re≤160.
Alam et al. (2017) investigated flow around four side-by-side circular cylinders at Re
=100. They identified four flow regimes (single bluff-body, flip-flopping, quasiinterlocked, and interlocked flow) depending on the gap spacing between the cylinders.

Balachandar and Parker (2002) considered the onset of vortex shedding in a periodic
array of rectangular cylinders in both inline and staggered arrangement. They observed
that the interaction between the cylinders becomes negligible when the transverse
spacing between the cylinders is large enough and the critical Re approaches that of
an isolated cylinder. Niu and Zhu (2006) in a numerical study of three-dimensional flow
around two identical square cylinder in staggered arrangements evaluated the
dependence of aerodynamic characteristics on the streamwise spacing. Sewatkar et al.
(2009) performed a numerical study of the flow around a row of nine square cylinders
placed normal to the oncoming flow. They identified different flow regimes based on the
gap spacing of cylinders and proposed that wake interaction is strongly influenced by
the jets in the gap region. Chatterjee et al. (2010) performed a numerical study for the
flow around five square cylinders placed side-by-side and normal to the oncoming flow
at Re = 150. Burattini and Agarwal (2013) with change in spacing between two side-byside square cylinders observed various flow structures. Chern et al. (2010) observed a
jet-like structure when oscillatory flows are given through the gap of two side-by-side
cylinders.
Rosales et al. (2001) compared results of the inline and offset square cylinder pairs at a
fixed spacing ratio of 2. Their study revealed pronounced differences in the unsteady
flow behaviour between the inline and offset pairs. Devarakonda (1994) examined the
case of offset square cylinders exposed to a uniform flow at a fixed spacing ratio of 3
and observed that the Strouhal number is larger than that for an inline cylinders.
Malekzadeh and Sohankar (2012) reported three major flow regimes depending on the
height and position of a control plate upstream of a square cylinder. Bao et al. (2012)
showed six different flow patterns, which appeared successively with the increase of
spacing between six inline square cylinders. For a pair of inline square cylinders,
Bhattacharyya and Dhinakaran (2008) observed that the onset of vortex shedding
occurs for Re beyond 125 for all spacing (0.5- 5) examined. Maiti and Bhatt (2014a,
2014b) extended the above study considering the upstream cylinder as rectangular
shape of different heights and widths in a tandem arrangement. It is reported that the
transition (-from unsteady/steady to steady/unsteady-) of the flow over the
upstream/downstream cylinder strongly depends on the shape and the position of the
upstream cylinder.
The above literature review indicates that shedding frequencies, aerodynamic forces
and wakes of two or a group of cylinders are dependent on the inter-cylinder spacing,
flow incidence angle and the cylinder shape. Although there are a number of studies on
single cylinder and pair of cylinders, the flow past a square cylinder in presence of
another square cylinder in staggered or tandem arrangement has not received much
attention, especially for the case of incident shear flow. Here the objective of the work is
to examine the wake flow structure, aerodynamic forces, and shedding frequency of a
square cylinder lying in the wake an upstream square cylinder where the height and
position of the upstream cylinder are varied. The effect of inter-cylinder spacing, shape
of upstream cylinder, and gap height of upstream cylinder from a plan wall on the flow
characteristics of the downstream square cylinder are investigated for uniform shear
flow. Simulations have been performed for two different heights of the upstream
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Fig. 4. Insstantaneous vorticity ccontours fo
or a*=1.0 at
a differentt L* and S**.
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u
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visualiza
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behavior for differrent config
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of the stag
ggered pa
air of cylinnders. At lower L*,
particula
arly for clossely space
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c
are
a situatedd very clos
se to one
another and the gap
g
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en the cyl inders is small.
s
The wake reggion of ups
stream is
as it is con
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b the gap height and
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uniform shear flow the flow field is similar to a single bluff body flow. For the inline
tandem arrangement the flow remains steady from both the cylinders and the
recirculation length behind the downstream cylinder is increased.
With the increase of gap height (L* ≈ 1.0) for lower S*, the shear layers either wraps
around or reattaches on the downstream cylinder. The positive shear layers from the
upstream cylinder are enveloped by the negative shear layer of both the cylinders and
then forced the negative shear layers pf the downstream cylinder interact with positive
counterpart. If one compares the formation of vortices from the cylinders with the larger
S*, it is clearly perceived that the upstream cylinder vortices shed in the gap between
the cylinders. Further increase in L* results small positive vortices from the wake of the
downstream cylinder for intermediate spacing. When the cylinder is located in the
higher velocity zone a wider wake is formed behind the cylinder. The negative vortices
from the upstream cylinder has less impact on the shear layers of the downstream
cylinder. However, the positive vortices from the upstream cylinder hit the downstream
cylinder and then roll. As results, the positive vortices are stretched towards the wake
of the cylinder. The strength of the negative shear layers around the downstream
cylinder is effectively reduces. The negative vortices found in the wake are mainly from
the upstream cylinder.
For L* ≥ 2, the vortices shed from the upstream cylinder evolves in the vertical
direction. Higher the gap height of upstream cylinder from the wall, the more elongation
of the positive shear layers from the upstream cylinder towards downstream. The shear
layers do not roll-up completely and the effect of the vortices on the downstream
cylinder reduces. The vortices behind the downstream cylinder are fairly close to each
other. They interact with each other, forming a very complex wake. Such vortex
interaction results in more complex wake interference around the downstream cylinder.
The vortex shed from the upstream cylinder attacks the front face of the downstream
cylinder at lower L*. However, at higher L* instead of impinging on the front face,
vortices pass through the upper surface of the downstream cylinder.
Fig. 5 shows the effect of reduction of height of the upstream cylinder on flow structure
for different S* and L*. The effect of decreasing the height of the upstream cylinder is
clearly visible from the vorticity contours. The flow pattern for the case of a*=1.0 is
more complex in comparison to the case of a*=0.5. The positive and negative vortices
shed alternately from the upstream cylinder and consequently move downstream. It is
noticed that with reduction in height the elongated vortices are reduced. With the
increase of L*, the positive vortices are more elongated and dominate the wake. The
negative vortices from the upstream cylinder are fairly round whereas positive vortices
being oblate in shape. With the increase in L* the interaction between the vortices
decreases. The wake flow of the upstream cylinder of square shape is similar to the
wake of a single square cylinder under the shear flow (Saha et al. (2003) and Cheng et
al. (2005)).

Fig. 5. Insstantaneous vorticity ccontours fo
or a*=0.5 at
a differentt L* and S**.
As it ca
an be seen
n from Fig
g. 4 and 5 that unstteady flow
w is observved for bo
oth a* by
offsetting the upsttream cylin
nder from its inline position.
p
Th
he offsettinng of the upstream
u
cylinder from the wall is equivalent to expose
e the upstream cylinnder in the higher
velocity zone. Forr the stagg
gered posittion of cyliinder, the strength aand directio
on of the
gap flow
w vary with
h the heig
ght of the upstream cylinder, either defllected tow
wards the
cylinder or directed along the centerlin
ne. As plottted in Fig. 4 and 5, tthe criticall spacing
is depen
ndent on th
he height of the upsstream cylin
nder and its gap heiight from wall,
w
also
mathem
matically, Scr = Scr(a*, L*). Th e value of
o critical spacing
s
S cr is incre
eased by
reducing
g the heigh
ht of the up
pstream cyylinder.
g discussio
on it is clea
e unsteadiness in th e steady flow
f
of a
From the ongoing
ar that the
am cylinde
er can be
e generate
ed at a particular
p
gap heigh
ht L* by
square downstrea
offsetting the upstream cylinder at a R
Re < 125. At
A the same time, onee can deduce from
the disccussion ba
ased on Fig. 4 and F
Fig. 5 thatt the dyna
amic interaaction betw
ween the
vortices shed from
m the ups
stream cyl inder and the shear layers seeparated from
f
the
leading edge of th
he downstrream cylind
der reduce
es with the
e increase of gap height after
certain gap heigh
ht L*. As a consequ
uence, the
e original steady/un steady flo
ow of an
isolated square cyylinder is to
o be expeccted from the downsttream cylinnder in the physical
domain after a cerrtain large L* (say, Lccr : the upp
per bound for Lcr). Beeyond this Lcr there
should n
not be anyy effect on the behavvior of flow
w over the downstreaam cylinde
er due to
the pressence of the upstream
m cylinder.. Consequently, the following
f
innequality fo
or Lcr (a*,
S*) can be establisshed : Lcr (1.0,
(
S*) > Lcr (0.5, S*).

5.2 Shedding freq
quency an
nd fluctuatting forces
In order to delinea
ate the effe
ect of prese
ence of the
e upstream
m cylinder of different heights
at differrent S* an
nd L* on amplitude
a
of fluctuattion of the
e forces o n the dow
wnstream
cylinder,, the specttra of lift co
oefficient o
of the dow
wnstream cylinder is ppresented in Fig. 6
for S*=0
0.5, 3.0 an
nd 7. Eac
ch figure sshows the effect of gap heighht of the upstream
u
cylinder from the
e wall on amplitude
e of fluctu
uating lift coefficiennt for a particular
p
combina
ation of S* and L*. Ex
xamining tthe individu
ual spectra
a (Fig. 6), tthere is va
ariation in
the shap
pe and strrength of th
he vortex sshedding peak
p
with change in L*. At low
wer S* (≈
0.5), the
e intensityy of the pe
eak of po
ower specttra decreases with tthe increa
ase in L*
particula
arly for a**=0.5. For the upstrream cylin
nder near wall the w
weaker pe
eaks are
observed in the sp
pectra of the
t downsttream cylin
nder. The peak becoomes stron
nger with
increase
e in L* for a particula
ar S*(≥ 3). Among all the multip
ple peaks tthe dominant peak
indicatess the Stro
ouhal numb
ber corressponding to
o the main
n sheddingg frequenc
cy of the
primary Karman vortices and
d the seco
ondary freq
quency of the
t downsstream cylin
nder can
therefore
e be regarded as cylinder interference freque
ency. Whille for a*=
=0.5 the
interaction of vorticces of both
h cylinderss decreases with the increase inn L* and ve
ery small
peaks are observe
ed in the sp
pectra of th
he downstream cylinder at largge L*. It is expected
e
that the upstream cylinder do
o not have
e a significa
ant effect on
o the vorttex shedding of the
downstream cylind
der at large
e gap heigh
ht.

g. 6. Spectrra of lift coefficient off downstrea
am cylinde
er for differrent L* and
d S*.
Fig
The vorttex shedding frequen
ncy is analyyzed based on the values of thhe Strouhal number
(St) calcculated att the dom
minant pea
ak in the spectra of
o lift coefffficient (CL) of the

downstream cylinder. Figurre 7 show
ws contourr plots forr the variaation in St
S of the
downstream cylinder with gap
g
heightt (L*) for each a* at
a differentt spacing S*. The
variation
n in St at both
b
a* sho
owed qual itatively similar beha
avior with cchangein L*.
L There
is some degree off scatter in the St whe
en L* varie
es. As it is observed in Fig. 6 th
he vortex
shedding peak arre small at
a lower L
L*. The sh
hedding fre
equency oof the dow
wnstream
cylinder increasess with the increase in
n L* as well as with the decreaase a*. At this
t
Re =
100 (wh
hen the flo
ow of an isolated ssquare cylinder is steady), th e wake oscillation
frequenccy for the flow past a square cylinder in
n presence
e of an uppstream cy
ylinder is
completely overwh
helmed by
y that of th
he respecttive upstream cylindeer. Appare
ently, the
same Stt for both the
t cylinders is obserrved here. The increment in thee St due to
o L* may
be attrib
buted to the
e fact that the
t upstrea
am cylinde
er is exposed to a higgher velocity region
when it is moved far
f from th
he wall. It iss reported in Maiti (2
2011) for aan isolated
d cylinder
that the St at Re = 50 is morre than tha
at at Re = 100.
1
There
efore, the inncrement in
i St due
a Re = 100
0 may be ddue to red
duction in
to reducction in height of the upstream cylinder at
the loca
al Reynoldss number. However, due to reduced inte
erference oof vortices, the low
St persissts with furrther increa
ase in L*.

Fig. 7. C
Contours of
o vortex sh
hedding fre
equency (S
St ) of the downstream
d
m cylinder (a)
a*=1.0 a
and (b) a*=
=0.5 at diffe
erent L* an
nd S*.
agnitude of
o the flucttuating liftt can be represente
r
ed by the root-mean-square
The ma
(RMS) vvalue: CL’. The results of CL’ o
of the down
nstream cy
ylinder agaainst L* at different
S* are ssummarize
ed in the contour p lots in Fig
g. 8 for different a*.. Inspectio
on of the
figures discloses the fact that the C L’ of the downstre
eam cylindder increas
ses with
increase
e in L* rea
aching their respectivve maximu
um value and
a then sstarted to decrease
d
for furthe
er increase
e in L* to re
each zero value, the case of stteady flow of the dow
wnstream
cylinder for a*= 1.0. This in
ncrement iis because
e the flow interactio n of the upstream
u
cylinder with the downstream
m cylinder causes to amplify the
e fluctuatioons of forces of the
downstream cylind
der. The enhanceme
e
ent in the amplitude
e of fluctuaating force
es of the
downstream cylind
der is morre at the iintermedia
ate spacing
g (S* = 3)). The redu
uction of
of the upsstream cyliinder resu
ults reductiion in RMS value oof the dow
wnstream
height o
cylinder for all S*. Beyond L** = 2.0, the
e effect of the upstream cylindeer of a*= 0.5 on the
fluctuatio
on of the lift coefficie
ent of the d ownstream
m cylinder is almost nnegligible.

Contours of
o RMS of lift coefficie
ent of down
nstream cy
ylinder (CL’’) : (a) a*=1
1.0 and
Fig. 8. C
(b) a*=0
0.5 at differrent L* and
d S*.
5.3 Time
e average
ed forces
To unde
erstand the
e effect of position a nd shape of the ups
stream cyliinder on th
he forces
of the d
downstream
m cylinderr, contour diagram is presentted for thee normaliz
zed time
average
ed drag CD and lift CL coefficien
nts for diffe
erent a* at different LL* in Fig.9 (CD) and
10 (CL). The avera
aged force
e coefficien
nts are normalized with
w the coorrespondin
ng single
isolated cylinder values
v
at Re=100. T
The CD off the down
nstream cyylinder forr both a*
qualitativelly similar behavior with chan
nging the gap heighht. Appare
ently, the
shows q
variation
n of CD with L* and a* is foun
nd maximu
um upto th
he intermeediate gap spacing
(S*= 3), and min
nimum forr larger s pacings (S* = 7). The mea n drag co
oefficient
decreases nomina
ally up to gap height L* = 0.5, th
hen increa
ases very rrapidly and
d crosses
the value of a sing
gle isolated
d cylinder. This jump
p in CD corrresponds tto a chang
ge in flow
pattern, when the
e vortex sh
hedding frrom the cy
ylinder starts. As seeen in Fig.. 11, the
negative
e gauge prressure is found to a
act on the
e rear face
e of the doownstream cylinder
and it in
ncreases with
w
gap height.
h
It rresults to increase in the form
mation of stronger
vortices (ref. Fig. 4 and 5). For
F offsetting case near L* = 1.0, the CD is very ne
ear to the
isolated value for all a* and
d S*. A ra
ange of L* at which negligible drag force
e on the
der can be noted from
m Fig. (9).
downstream cylind

Fig. 9. C
Contours off normalize
ed time ave
eraged dra
ag coefficie
ent (CD) of downstrea
am
cylinder : (a) a*=1..0 and (b) a*=0.5
a
at d
different L** and S*.

Similar to the CD, the beha
avior of CL coefficien
nt with a* and L* o n the dow
wnstream
cylinder is mostly same at re
espective sspacing, fo
or example
e, the effecct is minimum at S*
= 7. How
wever, the presence of the upsstream cyliinder has less effect on lift forc
ce on the
downstream cylind
der in com
mparison to
o its drag counterpa
art for all S*. The maximum
m
reduction in CL of the downs
stream cyliinder is fou
und around
d L* = 1 foor all S*, notably at
S* = 0.5
5. The dow
wnstream cylinder iss found to be free fro
om lift forcce for som
me higher
values o
of L*.

Fig. 10. Contours of normaliz
zed time a
averaged lifft coefficient (CL) of ddownstream
m
cylinder : (a) a*=1..0 and (b) a*=0.5
a
at d
different L** and S*.
The time-averaged surface pressure distribution C P arou
und the doownstream
m square
cylinder at selecte
ed values of
o L* (conssidering th
hree cases : closely spaced (S
S* = 0.5),
intermed
diate spacing (S* = 3.0),
3
and la
arge spacing (S*=7.0)) at varioous L* is plotted
p
in
Fig. 11 (left side : a* = 1.0 and
a right sside : a* = 0.5). The
e pressure is negativ
ve on the
are cylinde
er with a ssuction (−
− C P ) peak develop aat the fron
nt of the
faces off the squa
undersu
urface. The
e C P distrribution on
n the down
nstream cy
ylinder fro nt face is strongly
affected by the presence
p
of
o the upsstream cy
ylinder, rem
markably ffor a* = 1.0.
1
It is
ased towa rds the top
p leading
observed that variation in L**, the distri bution of C P are bia
edge. A
At lower L* ≤ 0.25, the C P disttribution is same for both a*. R
Reduction of height
results sshift in the location off the maxim
mum press
sure on the
e front facee. The diffe
erence in
pressure
e distribution (between the fro nt and rea
ar faces off the cylindder) increa
ases with
the incre
ease in L**, indicating
g that the drag force
e increases
s with incrrease in L**. Due to
presencce of the upstream
u
cylinder,
c
th
he pressure
e on the front face oof the dow
wnstream
cylinder is reducced from the isolate
ed single cylinder value. W
While offsettting the
upstream
m cylinder from in
nline arran
ngement and
a
the wall
w
the average pressure
approacches to the isolated
d value. F
For a* = 0.5,
0
at large gap h eight the average
pressure
e distributiion on the
e downstre
eam cylind
der is sim
milar and aapproache
es to the
single cyylinder pre
essure disttribution. Itt is noted from
f
Fig. 11
1 that for a* = 0.5 the effect
of prese
ence of the upstream cylinder iss reduced compared to a* = 1.00. The diffe
erence in
pressure
e distributio
on for diffe
erent a* is associate
ed with the variation in vortex formation
f
length and strengtth of vortice
es behind tthe cylinde
er.

Fig. 11. Time-averraged surfa
ace pressu
ure distribu
ution aroun
nd the dow
wnstream cylinder
in absen
nce and pre
esence of upstream square cyllinder of different a* ffor differen
nt L* and
S*.
CLUSIONS
S
6. CONC
udy presen
nts the numerical in
nvestigation
n of flow around
a
a square cy
ylinder in
This stu
presencce of upstre
eam squarre cylinderr of differen
nt heights in staggerred arrangement in
proximityy to a wall
w
underr the inciidence off uniform shear floow. The following
observations are reported
r
fro
om this stu
udy :
ow of the downstrea
d
s significanntly affecte
ed by the
⊙ The wake flo
m square cylinder is
position (L* and
a S*) and height o
of the upstrream square cylinderr. For lowe
er L* flow
mains stea
ady similarr to the sin
ngle isolate
ed cylinderr, while inccrease in L*
L results
rem
unsteady flow
w from the
e downstre
eam squarre cylinderr and it beecomes complex at
hig
gher L*. Re
eduction of height off upstream
m cylinder (a* = 0.5) rresults red
duction in
the
e large stre
etched vorttices into re
egular vorttices.
⊙ The pressure differenc
ce betwee
en the fron
nt and rea
ar faces oof the dow
wnstream
cyllinder incre
eases with
h increase in the gap
p height (L
L*) and it results to increase
the
e average drag force
e on the do
ownstream
m cylinder. The effectt of L*, a* on CD is
ma
aximum att the intermediate sspacing (S
S* ≈ 3.0), while miniimum at the
t
large
spa
acing (S* ≈ 7.0). The
e CD decrea
ases for th
he inline tandem posiition (L* = 0.5)
0 then
inccreases rapidly and crossed th
he isolated
d cylinder value as L* increas
ses. The

effect of size and position have negligible effect on the average forces of the
downstream cylinder at large spacing.
⊙ For closely spaced the intensity of peak of spectra decreases with increase in L*
for both the values of a*. The shedding frequency increases with increase in L*
and this value is more for the case of a*= 0.5. However, the CLrms value is more
for a* = 1.0. Beyond certain L* these values either remain constant or decrease
with increase in L*. It is therefore noticed that at large L* the presence of
upstream cylinder is negligible.
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